
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

I like the ___________ soul, but I don't believe much of it.1. (old/good)

The _______________ Church was a monastic system.2. (old/Scottish)

It was my ______________ welcome to the moors.3. (human/first)

What she saw in the ___________ weeks confirmed this opinion.4.
(next/few)

To be sure your landlady came daily to inquire for me, but then
_____________ persons did the same.
5.

(other/many)

Here is another remarkable transformation among the _____________
folk.
6.

(small/wild)

The ______________ chap will be all right.7. (little/poor)

I would put no hindrance in the way of your inspiring me with a love similar
to your own; but I am determined to be yours only of my ___________ gift.
8.

(own/free)

Social animals are impelled partly by a wish to aid the members of their
community in a general manner, but more commonly to perform
___________________ actions.

9.

(certain/definite)

They obeyed and found themselves in a ________________ cave, whose
walls were lit up by thousands of precious stones of every hue.
10.

(golden/lovely)

Walking into the centre of the ______________ drawing-room, he stood
still.
11.

(great/empty)

While I was lying still as a corpse, hoping that by a
___________________ inaction I should hasten mental repose, an awful
incident occurred.

12.

(perfect/physical)
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Women whispered to each other with a feeling of envy that she planned
and wore as _________________ dresses as the parties she went to in one
evening.

13.

(many/different)

Thus the ______________ thread runs through all material phenomena.14.
(mental/same)

At which time he had ____________ discourses to his friends; he also let
such go free as had been bound by the tyrants, and were left in the prisons.
15.

(such/many)

The natives desired to see activity; they desired to see ____________
speeches taken on a body of deeds and works of benefit.
16.

(many/fair)

How readily the children acquire knowledge of the _________________
names, and see how their deeds and their thoughts are related to our deeds
and our thoughts!

17.

(great/historic)

Then we had tea in a ____________ room with wooden chairs and tables,
very polished and old.
18.

(great/big)

Have you thought for a moment what it would be like to find yourselves in
barracks with the ___________________ soldier?
19.

(ordinary/British)

I feel just so, too: it has been delightful; it is the ____________ play-spell I
ever had in my life.
20.

(only/real)
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